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CEO WELCOME
Thank you – two simple, but important words. For several years now, our Patron,
Her Excellency the Governor (current and r ecent past) has generously hosted our
Thank You Reception, enabling us to express gratitude to the community which
gives the Foundation its capacity to support health and wellbeing across Tasmania.
And we can’t understate how important this is.
While Covid-related limitations necessarily
constrained the number of those we could
invite to these important annual occasions over
recent times, the atmosphere of excitement
at each event has never been restricted.
A sense of collegiality fills the room each time
and this is underlined by acknowledgement
of the value of working together as partners
in making our home a healthier one. When
we pause to reflect at these events, there
is a palpable mix of surprise and pride that
surrounds our celebration of what (and how
significant!) the impact of studies funded by
the RHH Research Foundation has achieved.
Never more has that sense of gratitude been
felt than at the recent luncheon hosted by
Her Excellency, the Hon Barbara Baker AC,
Governor of Tasmania. Recognising 2022
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as the year in which we celebrate the silver
anniversary of the Foundation, this Covidcapacity event enabled us to invite a select
group of guests from decades past to help
celebrate a most significant milestone, while
also giving the chance for us to express
sincere appreciation.
Guests included those who had first committed to make fortnightly donations more
than twenty years ago (and continue to do
so!), while two of our most long-term event
supporters from very early days were also
placed into the spotlight for their enduring
commitment. We gave thanks to our key
corporate partners and also reflected upon
those who have helped to steward the community’s gifts into research through roles as
Board and Committee members, while also
recognising major donors and team members who continue to show their dedication
to the work of the Foundation today.
Recently appointed Chair, Michael Burnett,
quoted Sir Isaac Newton by observing ‘if I
have seen further, it is upon the shoulders of
giants’. It’s hard to think of a more apt quote.
The current Board and team know that the
cornerstones of the Foundation were indeed
laid by ‘giants’ and that these are supported
by those who continue to devote their skill
and experience to furthering the impact of
this small, but determined entity.

Without doubt, the most poignant moment
on this, the first of several occasions to mark
the 25th anniversary of the RHH Research
Foundation, was when two of our earliest forefathers were acknowledged. A very
special, one-off grant, due to be opened
for applications as we call for submissions
to the 2023 grant round in June 2022, was
announced, to the surprise of almost everyone in the Ballroom of Government House.
Reflecting on the contributions of Prof Ray
Lowenthal and Prof Konrad Muller, the
Lowenthal-Muller Grant was revealed, noting
that this investment of an additional $200k
into local medical research in 2023 will serve
to honour two researchers who have been
fundamental in shaping the Foundation over
the past twenty-five years. This was a very
special moment to express gratitude – and to
do so in a very special way. Through the efforts
of our forefathers, including Ray and Kon,
the Foundation has been able to invest over
$10m in building the capacity of local medical
researchers whose work makes a difference to
almost every Tasmanian, every day.
We thank Profs Lowenthal and Muller as
being key amongst those initial stewards of
the RHHRF’s research program. This special
grant, named in their honour, will enable their
legacy to benefit the health and wellbeing of
our local community in times to come. We’re
sure that you’ll join us in expressing deep
gratitude to all those who have helped to guide
and support the RHH Research Foundation
over the past twenty-five years, knowing that
there is so very much more still to come.

Main photo: Her Excellency, the Hon Barbara Baker AC, Governor of Tasmania, addresses the gathering.
Inset: Her Excellency with Prof Ray Lowenthal (left) and RHH Research Foundation CEO, Heather Francis (right).
Photos by Loic le Gully.

Meet the
Researcher

Dr Adam Mahoney
Dr Adam Mahoney is not your average anaesthetist. He
is serving full-time in the Australian Army and works in a
variety of critical care environments at the RHH as the Director
of Trauma, all while raising two young kids with his wife, and fellow doctor, Brita.
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Dr Mahoney knew he wanted to be a military doctor from very early in life.
He was inspired by his own father’s career as a pilot in the Royal Australian
Air Force and from witnessing the support provided by the Australian Defence
Force (ADF) to other countries in the Pacific region. At the time, sponsored
medical degrees through the ADF were far too restricted in their focus so to
keep his options open Dr Mahoney served in several roles within the Army
Reserve in parallel with his early medical career.
In 2011, he moved to Tasmania to support his wife Brita, who had been accepted
into the UTAS medical program. He enjoyed his experience as a junior doctor at
the RHH and was inspired by some of the anaesthetists he met. He was accepted into anaesthetic training and began his first Registrar role in Burnie. He spent
two years at the North West Regional Hospital (NWRH) before completing
two more years of training at the RHH, followed by a trauma and anaesthesia
Fellowship at The Alfred in Melbourne.

When Worlds Collide
In 2015, an opportunity arose for Dr Mahoney to join a new Medical Specialist
Program within the ADF – it was time for his medical skill and passion for the
armed forces to intersect. This program was intended to establish a cohort of
high-readiness full-time medical specialists to provide operational health support. He leapt at the chance and has been a full-time military member ever
since. In this capacity, he’s had the opportunity to support exercises and operations all around Australia and in Papua New Guinea.
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There have been two noteworthy highlights of his career so far. The first was
when he was deployed as part of Operation COVID-19 Assist, providing support
to the NWRH during early phases of the pandemic. This was the first time the
ADF had ever taken over civilian hospital functions in Australia, and it was particularly meaningful for Dr Mahoney to help a community that supported him
during his training. The second was his deployment as an anaesthetist to the
USA Role 3 Hospital in Iraq as part of Operation OKRA. Here he worked with
colleagues from around Australia and from the USA. He said the experience
was both “personally and professionally rewarding, and I can’t overstate the
strength of camaraderie that is to be found on operational service.”

Older Trauma Under Triage Study (OTUTS)
Dr Mahoney’s civilian and military background naturally led him towards the
study of trauma and, in 2019, he volunteered to take on an acting appointment
as the Director of Trauma at the RHH. Here, he finds it particularly rewarding to
help design clinical environments that support effective collaboration between
doctors, nurses, and allied health professionals to deliver the right care.
Working alongside his trauma service colleagues, the RHH’s team has been
able to establish Tasmania’s first trauma registry. This allows for benchmarking
against hospitals around Australia and New Zealand. The RHH team has also
implemented trauma case management, expanded its medical staffing, and
reinvigorated their trauma education and research programs.
The culmination of these efforts has been their first successful grant application to the RHH Research Foundation for the Older Trauma Under Triage Study
(OTUTS). The team hopes to explore how their trauma call and triage criteria
perform in detecting severe injury in patients aged over 65. This is particularly
relevant for Tasmania because we have an older trauma patient cohort than most
mainland centres and because it is believed that earlier recognition of severe
trauma will allow for more timely management, shorter hospital length of stay and,
most importantly, improved experiences of care for patients and their families.

Research Update

Tap
Talk
Test
Exciting development of an app to
screen for risk of Alzheimer’s disease
The RHH Research Foundation is committed to supporting research that promotes the health and wellbeing of our
community, statewide and beyond. This includes innovative
work to identify and address the risk for dementia before
the changes in memory and behaviour associated with this
progressive neurological condition become evident.
The most common cause of dementia is Alzheimer’s disease (AD),
accounting for 70% of cases. But did you know that pathology of
AD progresses for about 10–15 years in the brain before dementia
occurs? An ability to detect this early ‘silent’ pathology would revolutionise the effectiveness of prevention strategies – changing from a
blunt ‘one size fits all’ approach to early precision targeting of p
 eople
at high risk before the brain is irreparably damaged. Brain scan and
blood analysis procedures do exist, but consider the impact of a lowcost, less-invasive and accessible screening test – one that may
be readily done at home through a smartphone app or in doctors'
offices?
Supporting the development of this screening test is the focus of
the RHH Research Foundation’s Major Research Grant for 2022. The
Foundation will invest almost $0.5m into this three-year study which
is already showing strong promise for future generations who may be
at risk of a diagnosis of AD. Dr Jane Alty, a neurologist and accomplished researcher, leads an impressive multidisciplinary team which
will address this. In fact, the team has already begun investigating
changes in the speed and variability of finger tapping and speech
production as predictors of AD at its earliest stages.
Why finger tapping and speech production? Recent studies have
shown that patterns of finger tapping are affected in people with
AD. Further studies have also suggested that a person’s ability to
rapidly repeat the sounds ‘pa’ (lip), ‘ta’ (tongue) and ‘ka’ (palate), individually and together, may reflect not only age-related changes, but
also impairing cognitive processing and task performance. While it

Dr Jane Alty

is already known that the movements of hands and lips, tongue, and
palate areas are all closely related in the brain’s processing, repetitive hand and speech-like movements have never been specifically
investigated, either together or as a test for the early stages of AD.
The team hopes that their analysis can help deliver a more sensitive
and inclusive way to detect AD pathology at its very earliest stages.
Over the three-year funding period, the team will use cutting-edge
Artificial Intelligence-based technologies (machine learning) to
automatically measure movement and speech from digital video and
audio recordings of participants with no cognitive difficulties and
those considered at-risk.
Using AI, they will come to ‘learn’ abnormal patterns of data and then
develop algorithms for the TapTalkTest, determining which combinations of hand-speech movement data most accurately detect
pre-clinical AD. The TapTalkTest will then be validated and this low
cost, accessible smartphone app will become readily available to
health professionals and concerned individuals to predict risk for AD.
This TapTalkTest will enable the team to then work with others in
targeting interventions to maintain brain health of those 50 years and
over who are most at risk before cognitive decline. This will have direct social, emotional, and economic benefits across our community
through reducing dementia incidence in our state.
The team are excited to begin this ground-breaking work and so
grateful to the RHH Research Foundation for its valuable support
for this program!

Events

International Women's Day Breakfast sells out, and the Easter
Egg Hunt & Family Picnic Day celebrates its tenth anniversary

Hobart’s longest running International Women’s Day
Breakfast proved to be another hit this year with a sell-out
event featuring Kath Morgan-Wicks and Donna Adams.
After a slightly delayed launch due to Omicron uncertainty, the
Foundation was pleased to sell out the International Women’s Day
breakfast. With a fierce local double-act as our guest speakers, the
Hobart community rallied to support their colleagues and peers.
Kath Morgan-Wicks and Donna Adams, in conversation with Jane
Longhurst, did not disappoint our guests. The crowd was engaged
and connected to the International Women’s Day theme of #breakthebias this year as the discussion evolved around the challenges
women face in the workplace, and despite the personal challenges
each had faced, there was a real sense of pride, solidarity, and sisterhood in the room.

A vibrant crowd descended on the Royal Tasmanian
Botanical Gardens to celebrate the Foundation’s tenth
annual Easter Egg Hunt and Family Picnic Day with the
highly coveted tickets selling out in just minutes on the day,
after bumper online ticket sales!
It’s been a fantastic start to the year for the Foundation’s event season with two sell-out opportunities to engage with our community!
On Good Friday, the Foundation team was up bright and early as we
prepared to welcome people from all around Tasmania for our tenth
annual Easter Egg Hunt and Family Picnic Day. Thousands of guests
joined us for a treasure hunt in the idyllic settings of the Botanical
Gardens on a quest to find those elusive easter eggs!
On arrival to the Gardens, each family was given a clue sheet that led
them to several destinations throughout the beautiful surroundings
where they were given stamps after successfully finding each clue.
Once all clues were completed, families were led to a destination to
collect their Easter bounty – lots of chocolatey goodness!

ABC Hobart joined us in the foyer and featured ten amazing local
women doing great things in their respective fields too. Ryk Goddard
and the team broadcast live from the event in their first outside
broadcast of the year. They featured our CEO, Heather Francis, Board
Chair, Anna Grant, and many more of our researchers and breakfast
guests throughout the morning, capturing the interest of those who
could not attend the event in person.
Thanks to the newly added ‘Foyer Fundraising Frenzy’, featuring a
live auction for a Jack Jumpers corporate box and Crowded House
tickets (with thanks to our generous partners at MyState Bank
Arena), the Foundation achieved a record-breaking minor fundraising effort making the event an incredible success. We can’t thank all
those who attended enough for their generosity, and we can’t wait to
do it all again next year!

The fun wasn’t all over once the eggs were collected though, it had
only just begun! Optus brought the good times with their giant inflatable target + LED screen. Pulse Hobart’s Street Fleet were capturing
all the action live and uploading it to social media. The Coffee Guy
was kept very busy keeping the adults caffeinated, while the Funny
Face team were constantly occupied bringing curious designs to life
at the face painting zone. Our friends, the Musical Theatre Crew, kept
the crowd entertained with their short Disney classics live on stage,
while many families relaxed on the lawns and enjoyed a picnic.
The Foundation has been delighted to raise over $25K from the
Easter Egg Hunt this year which is enough to fund a project grant
in 2023. We couldn’t be more grateful to everyone for their support
of this year’s Easter Egg Hunt, particularly with so many choosing
to hop online for tickets early. This year, over 95% of tickets presold
online before the event opened - an outstanding illustration of how
much families love to engage with the Foundation for the health and
wellbeing of our community.

